With greater mobility and increased global interconnection, the demand to provide flexible, remote working solutions for end users continues to rise. Providing a corporate home-working solution can ensure the continued effectiveness of personnel during periods of business disruption. Managing and deploying the right solutions to employees across distributed locations can be difficult to coordinate when the requirement increases at short notice, or becomes urgent.

That’s where we can help.

Computacenter’s home deployment solution provides a comprehensive model for selecting, configuring and deploying technology bundles directly to individuals wherever they are in the UK. With technology solutions selected specifically to replicate the office environment, and both pre-and post-deployment services included in the bundle, each employee can be active and productive within moments of receipt direct to their door.

Our home deployment solution includes a suite of options:

• **Product recommendation and selection** using proven models that are easy to set-up, simple to use and proven in a home-working environment
• **Pre-configuration and build** prior to shipment, meaning the device is user-ready on arrival
• **Project managed end-to-end process**, from configuration to delivery, providing a secure and reliable delivery service to each remotely based employee
• **Support and maintenance** services to maximise the availability and lifetime of the equipment
• **Flexible payment options** to meet your budgeting needs

Customers can choose from one of 4 pre-configured bundles with laptop and desktop options, and the ability to utilise existing corporately owned equipment or select from our tried and tested recommendations.

Utilising our state-of-the-art Integration Centers, we will store, select and configure each bundle to the agreed specification and manage the deployment activity through our Projects and Consultancy practice resources. Our shared services model reduces cost and leverages established best practices to deliver a consistent and reliable experience every time.

**COMPUTACENTER FOR REMOTE WORKING**

We help organisations maximise productivity by bringing together the right devices, platforms, applications and user services for an evolving workplace.

Computacenter’s Client Computing services enable organisations and their users to be more agile, mobile, collaborative and productive. From workstyle analysis and desktop transformations to break-fix services and deskside support, Computacenter combines best-practice processes with skilled resources to make workplace IT simple for the business and its users.

**WHY COMPUTACENTER?**

• Relationships with major IT vendors, including Microsoft, Apple, Citrix, HP, Lenovo etc
• Computacenter is the third largest global Windows partner
• Support 4m+ users at 1,000 customers across the globe
• 30,000 devices per day shipped from our Integration Centers
• Deliver end-to-end workplace solutions incorporating network, data center and security needs

**NEXT STEPS**

Computacenter can help your organisation deliver an immediate and flexible home working solution for your employees. To find out more, speak to your Computacenter Account Manager or contact our Business Continuity Support team: BCSupport@computacenter.com